An Indonesian Perspective: Before and After the COVID-19 Outbreak

Before the COVID-19 Outbreak

- Mobile outpaces in-store as the most popular channel for frequent shopping.
- The in-store channel continues to be the key mode for weekly/monthly purchases in Indonesia.
- Greenspace/outdoors, transport infrastructure & safety and security are features requiring most improvement from Indonesia consumers’ perspective.

After the COVID-19 Outbreak

- 68% of Indonesian consumers are open to sharing their personal consumer data if it helps to improve their city which is far greater compared to 49% globally.
- 65% of Indonesian consumers experience decrease in household income.
- 64% of Indonesian consumers are optimistic about the future and will spend more of their household income.
- After the COVID-19 outbreak, top five spending increases of Indonesian consumers are:
  - Health products: 77%
  - Grocery: 67%
  - Entertainment and media: 54%
  - Food pick up/delivery: 47%
  - DIY/home improvement/gardening: 32%
- 91% of Indonesia consumers focus more on mental health and wellbeing as a result of the COVID-19 situation.

Before & After the COVID-19 Outbreak

After the COVID-19 outbreak, **employment**, **affordability** and **safety** are the most important features of a city for Indonesian consumers. Meanwhile, **transportation infrastructure**, **employment** and **education** take the top three important features before the pandemic.
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